APPENDIX 1: VIGNETTE

1 VIGNETTE LAYOUT

1.1 Toll sticker

1.1.1 Annual toll sticker for vehicles up to 3.5 t

1.1.2 Two-month toll sticker for vehicles up to 3.5 t
1.1.3 Ten-day toll sticker for vehicles up to 3.5 t

1.2 Digital Vignette for vehicles up to 3.5 t
2 VIGNETTE PRICES

Vignette prices are defined in an Ordinance issued by the Federal Minister of Transport, Innovation and Technology in consent with the Federal Minister of Finance. The vignette prices vary according to the type of vehicle and the duration of use; they include 20 % VAT. The following prices were defined in the Vignette Price Ordinance 2017, BGBl. (Federal Official Gazette) II Nr. 251/2017:

The price of an **annual vignette** amounts to
- **EUR 34.70** for single-track vehicles and
- **EUR 87.30** for twin-track vehicles with a maximum gross vehicle weight of up to 3.5 t.

The price of a **two-month vignette** (valid from 1 December 2017) for the use of toll roads amounts to
- **EUR 13.10** for single-track vehicles and
- **EUR 26.20** for twin-track vehicles with a maximum gross vehicle weight of up to 3.5 t.

The price of a **ten-day toll vignette** (valid from 1 December 2017) for the use of toll roads amounts to
- **EUR 5.20** for single-track vehicles and
- **EUR 9.00** for twin-track vehicles with a maximum gross vehicle weight of up to 3.5 t.

3 OVERVIEW OF SALES OUTLETS

3.1 Sales Outlets for toll stickers

**Austria**  Automobile clubs: ARBÖ, ÖAMTC
„Trafiken“ tobacconist’s shops
Petrol stations

**Abroad**  Automobile clubs
Petrol stations

Authorised sales outlets are marked with the toll sticker symbol.

3.2 Obtaining a digital vignette

It is possible to obtain the digital vignette:
- in the ASFINAG **webshop** on [www.asfinag.at](http://www.asfinag.at)
- by using the ASFINAG **App** “Unterwegs”
- at (freely accessible) **vending machines**